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CTA

Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is the next generation of  
ground-based very-high-energy gamma-ray observatory.

Rendering Image of CTA-North

https://www.slideserve.com/oriana/cherenkov-telescope-array-cta-project

https://www.flickr.com/photos/cta_observatory/32835056736
LST

MST
MAGIC-II

MAGIC-I
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Recent Hot Topic Wino Constraint by MAGIC Galactic Center Observations

MAGIC Collaboration, PRL 130, 061002 (2023)

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.061002

https://www.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/news/13105/

Credit: Urs Leutenegger

limits. In case of an extended DM core around the GC, our
constraints on h!vi worsen by about 2 orders of magnitude.
This degradation is caused by the shallower profile shape
resulting in a lower J factor in the ROI. We emphasize that
our analysis allows one to derive limits for such cored
profiles, which is challenging for spatial background
subtraction methods, as applied by, e.g., Refs. [30,32].
Our conservative limits on h!vi, corresponding to the
lowest DM density in the inner Galaxy compatible with
observational data, are comparable to the current most
stringent limits from observation of dwarf galaxies, as
shown for MAGIC [71] by the gray dashed curve in Fig. 2.
Our upper limits are able to constrain heavy SUSY

models for both cuspy and cored profiles. In Fig. 3, we
show our limits for the two cuspy and two cored profiles
considered in this Letter compared with the total cross
section of the two annihilation processes into "" and Z"
pairs for the wino model from Refs. [11,13–15]. The factor
1=2 for the Z" channel expresses that in the calculation of
our limits we have assumed the production of two " rays per
annihilation process [Eq. (2)], whereas for this channel only
one is produced. The resonances in the thin gray curve
show the Sommerfeld enhancement of the branching ratio
and overall annihilation cross section for winos of the
respective masses. Therefore, for the cuspy profiles, we can
exclude wino annihilations for masses below 5 TeV and
especially in the range between 2.7 and 3.0 TeV, found to
produce a consistent thermal relic DM abundance [14]
(blue hatched band in Fig. 3). In turn, for the most

conservative assumptions about a cored halo profile, a
2.7 TeV wino would be just marginally in agreement with
our null measurement.
Conclusion and summary.—We have presented a search

for spectral lines in " rays from 0.9 TeV to 100 TeV toward
the Galactic Center using 223 hours of observations with the
MAGIC telescopes. The sensitivity at these high energies is
boosted by the large telescope acceptance in LZA obser-
vations. In the analysis, we have used a sliding-window
technique in the energy domain to search for a linelike signal
on the top of the astrophysical "-ray and cosmic-ray back-
grounds. This approach has provided us with an unprec-
edented sensitivity to search for a signal from either a
localized or very extended region in the sky. With this, we
could probe the GC region for emission from DM annihi-
lation for both the optimistic and conservative assumptions
of a cuspy or cored Galactic DM halo. We have not found a
significant signal of linelike "-ray emission and have
computed upper limits on the WIMP annihilation cross
section h!vi. Around 1 TeV, the observed upper limits
reach !5 ! 10"28 cm3 s"1 with the Einasto profile and
!8 ! 10"26 cm3 s"1 with the Burkert profile. At 100 TeV
the limits reach below 1 ! 10"25 cm3 s"1 in the Einasto case
and!1 ! 10"23 cm3 s"1 in the Burkert case. This represents
competitive limits on the linelike annihilation of TeV DM
into " rays, with up to a factor 2 better sensitivity above
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FIG. 2. 95% CL upper limits to "-ray spectral lines from DM
annihilation for the Einasto (red solid line) and cored Zhao
(yellow dashed line, [56]) profiles, in comparison to previous
works by MAGIC (long gray dashed line, [71]), Fermi-LAT
(black and gray dash-dotted lines, [28]), H.E.S.S. (black dotted
line, [32]), HAWC (gray dash-dotted-dotted line, [70]), and
DAMPE (short gray dashed line, [73]). dSphs: dwarf spheroidal
galaxies.
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FIG. 3. Upper limits for the four DM density profiles consid-
ered in this Letter: the cuspy Einasto Galactic density profile (red
solid line), the NFW profile (cyan dashed line), a DM core
according to Ref. [56] (yellow dashed line), and the Burkert fit
from Ref. [53] (green dotted line), compared against the total
h!vi corresponding to annihilation of two SUSY winos [i.e.,
SU!2"L triplets] into a "" pair according to Refs. [11,13–15] (gray
solid line; see text for details). The vertical blue hatched region
indicates wino masses from 2.7 to 3.0 TeV which are consistent
with the observed DM relic density [14].

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 130, 061002 (2023)

061002-6

arXiv:2212.10527

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.061002
https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.10527
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Research (1)
LST-1 Performance  

at the Large Zd
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LST-1 observes  
the Cherenkov light 
from the atmospheric shower  
initiated by the cosmic gamma rays

https://www.cta-observatory.org/astri-detects-crab-at-tev-energies/
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Imaging

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov telescope (IACT) uses an "image"  
to reconstruct the primary particles.

A&A proofs: manuscript no. di↵_v1_to_v2

Fig. 4: Reconstruction of the source position in the camera
frame. In green the true gamma-ray direction (source position),
in orange, the two possible reconstructed source positions de-
termined by disp_norm along the major image axis. The final
source position will be determined by disp_sign.

The relative importance of the training parameters for each
model is reported in Fig. 5. It is noteworthy that di↵erent models
preferentially base their decision based on di↵erent parameters.
We can also recognize the importance of the timing informa-
tion for a single telescope such as LST-1, in particular to de-
termine the event direction. As a proxy for the impact distance,
time_gradient is also of major importance for the energy recon-
struction with a single IACT (Aliu et al. 2009). Note that Fig.
5 shows the relative importance of the parameters for the full
MC training sample, considering events of all energies (and it is
therefore dominated by events close to the energy threshold).

The models hyperparameters (e.g. the number and depth
of the trees) have been chosen to achieve good physics
performances while keeping the computing footprint man-
ageable, one of the limitations being the memory usage
during training. The handling of the models training and
production of the IRFs has been done on the collabora-
tion computing cluster located on-site at La Palma thanks
to the library lstMCpipe (Vuillaume et al. 2022a)

:::::::::
lstMCpipe

::::::::::::::::::::
(Vuillaume et al. 2022b) developed specifically for that purpose.

3.4. Instrument response functions

After training, the random forest models are applied to the MC
in each of the test sample pointing nodes (see Fig. 1) to compute
the IRFs in those directions. The IRFs are used to assess the per-
formances of the LST-1 as a function of the energy and pointing
direction, and later used for data analysis.

Effective Collection Area

The e↵ective area is defined as the ratio of reconstructed gammas
::::::
gamma

::::
rays (after event selection cuts) over the number of sim-

ulated ones, multiplied by the area (orthogonal to the incident
direction) over which events have been simulated. It is computed
as a function of the true energy.

Energy and Angular resolution

With ✓ the angular distance between the true gamma-ray direc-
tion and the reconstructed one, the angular resolution ✓68 is typi-
cally defined as the angle within which 68% of the reconstructed
✓ values are contained. It is computed as a function of the true
energy. The gamma-ray point-spread function for a single IACT
has a central component made of events with properly deter-
mined head-tail image orientation (i.e. correctly reconstructed
disp_sign, see Figs. 3 and 4), and, especially at low energies,

Fig. 5: Relative features importance for the random forests com-
puted as the mean (and standard deviation for the error bars) of
accumulation of the Gini impurity decrease within each tree. Top
panel is for the source independent analysis while bottom panel
is for the source-dependent analysis.

a separate tail made up by events with wrong orientation. Near
threshold the fraction of correctly oriented images is less than
60%, but it increases fast with energy (see Fig. 8). In order to
characterize the central part of the PSF (which is the relevant
one to show e.g. the capability of the instrument to resolve two
nearby sources), we consider only the population of all well-
oriented MC gammas

::::::
gamma

::::
rays in the computation of ✓68.

The
::::::
relative energy resolution is defined as the value of the

quantity |ER � ET |/ET = |�E|/ET within which 68% of the re-
constructed gamma

:::::::::
gamma-ray events are contained, with ET

the true energy and ER the reconstructed energy. The energy bias
is computed as the median of �E/ET . Both resolution and bias
are computed as a function of the true energy.

The IRFs are computed using the pyirf package (Nöthe
et al. 2022) after some necessary event selection cuts. A global
event selection intensity > 50 photo-electrons

:::
p.e.

:
is applied

(see section 4). Then ,
::::::::

followed
:::
by

:
an energy-dependent cut

in gammaness (a minimum required value), calculated to keep
:
a
:::::
given

:::::::
fraction

::
of

::::
the

:::
MC

:::::::
gamma

::::
rays

:
in each bin of recon-

structed energy ERa given fraction of the MC gammas. And fi-
nally, for the e↵ective area and energy resolution and bias, an
energy-dependent ✓ cut which keeps in each bin of ER the 70%
of the MC gammas

::::::
gamma

::::
rays

:
with best direction reconstruc-

tion (among the well-oriented ones, see above).

Article number, page 8 of 24



2. THE IMAGING ATMOSPHERIC CHERENKOV TECHNIQUE AND THE
IACTS MAGIC AND CTA

Figure 2.9: Example of an image of a �-ray (left panel) and hadron (right panel) showers.

at high Zd, the collection area increases.

Figure 2.10: Di↵erence in the shower development between low Zd (left telescope) and high Zd (right
telescope) observations. We can see that the distance from the camera to the point in the atmosphere where
the showers start to develop is smaller for low Zd observation (L) than for high Zd observations (L0). The
diameter of the Cherenkov light pool in the plane perpendicular to the reflector is also larger for high Zd
observations (l0 ' l/ cos(Zd)).

24
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Large-Zenith-Angle Observation

Zenith Angle 
(Zd: Zenith distance)

R. Lopéz-Coto, 2015.

VERY PRELIMINARY 
VERY PRELIMINARY 
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Large-zenith-angle observations (55-70 deg) enlarge the effective area 
at the high energies.
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Different analysis results included. (cf. Lopéz-Coto, ICRC2021)

‣LST-1: 28°N 
‣Gal-Cent: Dec -29°
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We evaluate how accurately 
MC events are reconstructed. 

(energy/angular resolution)

performance testing

apply

The IACT analysis entirely depends on the MC simulation.  
However, we cannot carry out a beam calibration!!

Standard Candle
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The IACT analysis entirely depends on the MC simulation.  
However, we cannot carry out a beam calibration!!

Standard Candle
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identical?This study aimed to cross-calibrate  
the official MC simulations  

with the standard candle Crab Nebula.
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The squared-theta plots basically show a reasonable MC/Data 
agreement.
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SED/LC of Crab Nebula

SED and LC of the Crab Nebula show stable data-taking  
and effective analysis in LST-1 even at high Zd.

run-by-run LC is well stable

consistent SED with 
previous measurements

low Zd (LST-1)
large Zd (for Crab)

large Zd (for GalCent)

better sensitivity at TeVs

‣ 5.9 hours good-quality Crab Nebula data 
at the large zenith angles (55-70 deg)


‣ trained pointing-by-pointing RFs,  
applied them for run by run.


‣ size > 100 phe, leakage < 0.2, 80%-
efficiency gammaness, theta < 0.1 deg


‣ Log-parabola SED fitted above 1 TeV

PRELIMINARY 

PRELIMINARY 

PRELIMINARY 
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Research (2)

Galactic Center
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Quality-Check Summary

mask quantity

Moon Moon Altitude < 0 deg (except for run #4877)
Cosmic Rate Cosmic Rate > 3000 Hz

Pixel Rate
Rate above 10 phe > 10 Hz

Rate above 30 phe > 0.8 Hz

Muon Charge Muon Size Ave. > 1800 phe

Pedestal
Pedestal St. Dev. < 3 phe

Pedestal Rate > 40 Hz

Flat Field

Flat-Field Rate > 40 Hz

Pixel Time St. Dev. < 1 sec

FF Pixel Charge Ave. > 60 phe

We required the following observation-quality criteria  
to select the Gal-cent data.

‣ before: 212 runs, 49.87 hours -> after: 171 runs, 41.57 hours

‣ changed thresholds for large-Zd data, but not fully optimized
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Run-Wise Size Distribution

20
21

20
22

Seems Good Seems Strange

We checked the size spectrum: 165 runs of 37.9-hr livetime survived.  
We may need stricter check if lowering the size cut.
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Wobble-Mode Observation & ON-OFF Analysis

48 睗 6皹 镸廠ذ٭ظ氠ַٜعؠًت٭؟ٜؾؙג闋卥

㎫ 6.1 MCמ㕈ׂטGammanes cutמ㸐E!ciency䈱㎫כ Q-factor⺯㎫ס㜟ⵊնE!ciencyכ Q-factorבאע䑑 䑑צֽ(6.1.1) ն㴻聋ך(6.1.2)
(a) Wobble-mode镸廠סꏕ翝㎫ (b) ON/OFF闋卥ס嚣䗻㎫

㎫ 6.2 (a) 勓煝疴ך❈氠ג wobble mode镸廠ֽׄמ劳ꇶꡘס䭰獏偙⻔ꏕ翝㎫ն1㎇ס镸廠 (run) ־ַס掾ֻ┰ך㎂閣עך 1掾 LSTעꃯ㹼նעⷦصف勓闋卥יַֽמ陭㴻ג⻄镸廠偙⻔מ㸐 ON/OFF꽝㔔ס╚䖥⛺翝銨ն鰱倩納ꌃעꗯ篑 ±1°ꗯ紼 ն翝銨⛺סאֽֽס嬟鼛溷둚ַꗯ岉긖סتؠشٚن٤ُ納碃㎪獏סךױ±0.2°
(b) ON/OFF闋卥ס嚣䗻㎫նON꽝㔔ע镸廠㸐骭ֵך Sgr A*╚䖥מ⫑䓺כמնOFF꽝㔔ْٚע╚䖥־ Sgr A*כ瞏鴇곐ֵמ掾闋卥┪ך陭㴻ն勓煝疴עך 3砈䨾מַ◦潲閣גזכמն╩倩納ꌃ꽝㔔ע⻄╚䖥־ ն碃㎪銨ס0.25°

媘㲽ؕסع٤ي㝕ⷑֿכ׆״䞯㴻նך׆א٤ُ納ؕع٤ي俙䱿㴻מ״גON/OFF闋卥鉿ֹնON/OFF闋卥ע٤ُ納徎ֿכױ锶ꁎױ ON꽝㔔ככַםױ锶ꁎױ OFF꽝㔔㝘槉긖┪מꏕ翝סבא꽝㔔סٜػءبס־䈼ֿ٤ُ納徎־
勓ֽםն䭰כ׆ס䩘岺⪢薭俙䱿㴻ع٤ي٤ُ納ؕיכ鱍㎋מ٤ُ納ס 6.1硼עךSgr A*ꁿ⤒٤ُמ納徎ֿכסַם♳㴻י饗韢նגױ6皹סך ON/OFF闋卥עBerge et al.2007ֿ reflected-region backgroundיכ䳀呾סג䱰氠ַיն勓煝疴⺅ך䪒ֹذ٭ظ⺅䕑ג镸廠ע⪢عشجن؛י ס0.4° wobble modeך鉿גնWobble-mode镸廠עך劳ꇶꡘ镸廠㸐骭ׂםעךסׄ⻔מ┞㴻י♕عشجن؛ס镸廠鉿ֹכ׆镸廠㸐骭⻎־閣鴇곐ֵמ鏿俙ס掾ך鉿ֹFomin et al. 1994ն勓煝疴ך氠ַג镸廠עךذ٭ظ㎫ 6.2(a)מ獏מֹ 4٧䨾ס掾 LST-1יַ⻔ע镸廠גն勓闋卥עך❛ֻף㎫ 6.2(b)מ獏מֹסבא劳ꇶꡘ䭰獏偙⻔מ㸐י 3砈䨾ס OFF꽝㔔闋卥┪ך陭㴻芻再◜骭䌐㐬ⵊי锶畤ն姌מذ٭ْٚق ! ⻄ ON/OFF 꽝㔔╚䖥ס־偙⛺閣יכ㴻聋նגױ!2 鼎מꫀع٤يؕ俙⮔䉘 theta-
squared distributionש⽿כն㎫ ס3٧䨾ע6.3 OFFס䌐㐬כ ONֽׄמ theta-squared distribution銨ַיն銨獏碃㎪עך! < 1° ! 0.017 radכ! ֿⶥ⮔㸯ַ꽝㔔״גֵך!2 鼎יַֽמ瞏ꪨ갲כׄ⮔מ⻄꽝㔔ס皑✄閣ֿ瞏ַ

‣ Wobble-Mode Observation 
‣ LST-1 was pointed 0.5/0.7 deg away from Sgr A*


‣ ON-OFF Analysis (for point sources) 
‣ the background was estimated in the OFF regions
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SED/LC of Sagittarius A*

SED and LC show comparable results with HESS and MAGIC,  
though our flux is slightly higher.

‣ SED model: Log Parabola with Cutoff 
fitted above 0.7 TeV 

‣ detected the central gamma-ray emission  
at 3,400 GeV


‣ tested the variability in the light curve:  
no variability but still slightly high (3.3σ)

PRELIMINARY 

PRELIMINARY PRELIMINARY 
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Research (3)

SkyMap Technique
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Overview: SkyMap Analysis

‣ The wobble-mode observation allows to define the ON/OFF regions easily.

‣ drawbacks:


‣ have to know the shape/location of sources/background a priori.

‣ nearby regions (especially extended ones) easily overlaps others.


‣ The point-source analysis worked for Sgr A*, relatively.

‣ To cope with the GalCent complexity, 

analysis should be carried out in the "x-y-energy" phase space.

‣ The extended-source analysis has not been standardized in LST. 

We are implementing the skymap technique.

‣ basic scheme in this study:


‣ Flux Map = ( ON Map - Bkg Map ) / Exposure Map

‣ ON Map: Just a count map in the Sky coordinate 

‣ Exposure Map: Aeff X obstime in the Sky coordinate

‣ Bkg Map: a Template Background in the Camera coordinate, 

and the Exclusion Map in the Sky coordinate. 
‣ due to the difficulty (impossibility) of 3D unfolding, the skymap analysis 

should not be separated from physical models to be fitted. 
but this study just avoided it and independently reconstructed the skymap.
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ON Count Map

‣ used the same LST-mono GalCent DL3 dataset (38-hour livetime)

‣ stricter hadron suppression than usual: 

size > 200 phe, 60%-eff. gammaness

‣ spatial geometry: 0.03 x 0.03 deg in 7.2 x 5.4 deg (240 x 180 pixels)

‣ energy: 0.8 TeV to 80 TeV (1 bin)

‣ smearing: 0.06 deg (psf ~ 0.1 deg)
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Exposure Map

‣ estimated the exposure (= Aeff x T) map with gammapy

‣ weighted/superimposed the exposure maps along the true energy,  

assuming a power-law energy spectrum

‣ smoothed the exposure map similarly to the count map

‣ took only the off-axis angle into calculation: 

the zenith-angle effect is not reflected to the exposure map.
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Bkg Estimation (1): Exclusion Map

‣ scheme: stacked exclusion map

‣ for each run, events are binned in the sky-offset coordinate 

(effectively in the camera coordinate)

‣ excluded "0.3 deg from Sgr A*", "0.3 deg from G09+01",  

and "6 deg x 0.4 deg for the Gal. plane"
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Bkg Estimation (2): Stacked Bkg Rate

‣ similarly binned the observation times in the same coordinate

‣ got the bkg rate map by "bkg count / obstime" (within 2.4 deg)

‣ taking no account of the zenith angle, wobble position, etc
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Bkg Estimation (3): Fitted the Bkg Model

‣ fitted the model function to the bkg count map 
(deformed Gaussian + gradient)


‣ This model describes the background well
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Bkg Estimation (4): Conversion to Sky

‣ estimated the bkg counts  
in the sky coordinate (panels below)


‣ summed them up into a single map 
(the right plot)
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Safe Mask

‣ when standard point source analysis,  
we usually adopt "10%" threshold for the effective area, 
mainly in order to avoid the MC/Data discrepancy


‣ this study: exposure above 40% of the maximum, 
roughly corresponding with a radius of 1.5 deg.
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Sky Map

Significance Sig/Bkg > 0.50
Exclusion  
Regions
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Summary

‣ The CTA project is the next generation of ground-based observatory  
for very-high-energy gamma rays with unprecedented performance


‣ LST-1 was inaugurated in 2018, and is now accumulating data.


‣ Applied the standard wobble (point-source) analysis  
for the large-Zd Crab Nebula and Galactic Center


‣ The Crab-Nebula SED/LC seem consistent with the previous studies


‣  showing the successful data-taking and analysis at the large Zd 

‣ The Galactic-center SED in this study looks comparable  
with the results of MAGIC and HESS


‣ Newly developing a skymap technique for an extended-source study


‣ the skymap prototype suggests an excess  
at SNR G09+01 and Gal Plane.


‣ Further research: Model-driven skymap analysis
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Backup
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Exclusion Map

I. Vovk et al.: Spatial likelihood analysis for MAGIC telescope data

exposure models and by applying the correct coordinate rota-
tions and observation time weights along the pointing track.

The methods di↵er in the way the camera exposures for each
wobble pointing are combined into a single assumed source-
free background camera exposure model (step 3). The available
options illustrated in Fig. 1 are:

– Wobble map: the single camera exposures are divided into
halves, such that the nominal source position (centre of the
wobble setup) is contained in one half, and the normal vec-
tor on the separating line is pointing away from this coor-
dinate. The combined background camera exposure model
is obtained by normalising and summing the source-free
halves. This method can only be applied if the �-ray emis-
sion is confined to a circle around the nominal source posi-
tion with a radius corresponding to the wobble o↵set.

– Blind map: the single camera exposures are normalised by
the exposure times. From these, the combined background
camera exposure is obtained using the median values in each
pixel. The median automatically suppresses too large counts
from possible sources. This method has the advantage that
no prior knowledge about the distribution of �-ray sources
inside the FoV is needed. However, if only two wobbles are
used, the blind map by construction underestimates the back-
ground, although MARS routines contain a bias correction
to compensate for this e↵ect. The presence of strong sources
will also inevitably lead to an upward-bias of the background
model in the corresponding regions, causing a systematic
flux underestimation for these objects.

– Exclusion map: here the analyser must specify regions con-
taining known or expected sources, which can have circular
or line shape. These regions are then excluded from the com-
putation of the median, as described in the previous method.
Special care is required in order not to exclude too large
regions, as this might leave no remaining options for the
background extraction for certain camera bins.

2.4. Point spread function

IACTs, like all imaging systems, have a finite angular resolution
described by the point spread function (PSF). It is defined by
the extension of an idealised point-like object, placed at infinity,
in the final reconstructed image. Accordingly, the PSF can be
seen as the probability functionPi j

↵� for reconstructing a detected
event in the bin ↵� instead of i j corresponding to its original
arrival direction.

For MC simulated events, the reconstructed and original
arrival direction (as reconstructed by a perfect instrument) is
known, so that the angular response can be estimated. MC events
are sampled around the track of the source in the horizontal coor-
dinate system, as explained in Sect. 2.2. For each event, the vec-
tor between the reconstructed and original arrival direction in
camera coordinates is computed. This vector is finally rotated
into the equatorial coordinate system according to Appendix A.
The sum of all events will describe the shape of a point source
observed along the track of the target.

Since the number of MC events is limited, the simulated
shape of the PSF is noisy and the PSF is better modelled by a
smooth, analytical function. For MAGIC, a 2D double Gaussian
(Aleksić et al. 2016b) or a 2D King (Vela et al. 2018) function
were found to describe the PSF well. Because of the lower num-
ber of free parameters, this analysis used the King function:

K (r,�, �) =
1

2⇡�2

 
1� 1
�

!  
1+

r2

2�2�

!��
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W1 W2

W1

W1 W2

W2Blind Map

Wobble Map

Excluded Region

Fig. 1. Illustration of the di↵erent methods for the construction of a
background camera exposure model from wobble observations (here
one wobble pair). The source position and extension is shown as red
point, ellipse, or stripe. The blue shading marks bins excluded from the
background map reconstruction.

where� sets the angular scale of the resulting profile and � deter-
mines the weight of the tails. To allow for an asymmetry of the
MAGIC PSF, the distance variable r is defined as follows:

xr = (x↵� cos(�)� y↵� sin(�))
yr = (x↵� sin(�)+ y↵� cos(�))
r=

p
x2

r + (✏yr)2,
(2)

where � is a positional angle and ✏ is the asymmetry param-
eter, which accounts for the non-symmetry of the MAGIC
system (which has only two telescopes; Aleksić et al. 2016b;
Vela et al. 2018) as well as the influence of the Earth’s magnetic
field. The King function is fitted to the simulated point-source
shape and finally evaluated on a su�ciently large grid around
the camera centre.

2.5. Exposure map

The e↵ective area of a telescope corresponds to the size of an
ideal detector (with a 100% detection e�ciency) recording the
same number of events as the real instrument. It can be defined
as the product of the physical detector size and the detector e�-
ciency "Det. For IACTs, it is usually estimated with MC simu-
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